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Abstract— We present a new upsampling method to
enhance the spatial resolution of depth images. Given a
low-resolution depth image from an active depth sensor
and a potentially high-resolution color image from a
passive RGB camera, we formulate it as an adaptive cost
aggregation problem and solve it using the bilateral filter.
The formulation synergistically combines the median filter
and the bilateral filter; thus it better preserves the depth
edges and is more robust to noise. Numerical and visual
evaluations on a total of 37 Middlebury data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. A real-time highresolution depth capturing system is also developed using
commercial active depth sensor based on the proposed
upsampling method.
Index Terms— Sensor fusion, bilateral filter, weighted
median filter, GPU.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Depth sensing in dynamic real-world environment is a
challenging problem in computer vision. Depth from passive
stereo is well-studied and is known to be reliable only when
sufficient visual information is available for establishing correspondence across multiple cameras. Active depth sensors
like laser range scanners can provide extremely accurate and
dense 3D measurement over a large working volume but are
usually very expensive and can only measure a single point at a
time. Alternatively, depth sensing systems based on the timeof-flight (ToF) principle can capture the whole scene at the
same time, but they are either very expensive or very limited
in terms of resolution.
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We presented in [54] a framework to enhance the spatial
resolution of depth images (e.g., those from the Canesta sensor
[2]). This approach takes advantage of the fact that a registered
high-quality texture image can provide significant information
to enhance the raw depth image. The depth upsampling problem is formulated in an adaptive cost aggregation framework.
A cost volume1 measuring the distance between the possible
depth candidates and the depth values bilinearly upsampled
from those captured by the active depth sensor is computed.
The joint bilateral filter is then applied to the cost volume to
enforce the consistence of the cost values and the color values
from the registered RGB image. The high-resolution depth
image is produced by taking the winner-takes-all approach on
the filtered cost volume and a sub-pixel refinement afterward.
In this paper, we analyze the parameter sensitivity of this approach and the relationship between the proposed framework
and the weighted median filter [55]. Actually, if the joint bilateral filter is replaced with a box filter, the proposed framework
is equivalent to a median filter. Using the joint bilateral filter,
the proposed framework synergistically combines the median
filter and the bilateral filter so that it can better preserve the
depth edges and is more robust to depth sensor noise. When
the cost values are simply the absolute differences between
the possible depth candidates and the captured depth values,
the proposed framework is equivalent to a weighted median
filter.
However, the computational complexity of this method will
be linear in the depth search range. Let the number of depth
hypotheses be L (corresponding to the depth search range),
the proposed method requires L joint bilateral filtering.
We presented in [51] an approach to reduce the computation
complexity by hierarchically upsampling the depth image. At
each scale, a cost volume with up to four cost slices corresponding to four depth hypotheses will be built based on the
current depth image with around 75% mis-sampled pixels. A
joint bilateral filter is then applied to each slice independently
to solve the depth ambiguities of the mis-sampled pixels
via depth propagation. Finally, the depth hypothesis with the
lowest cost at each pixel is selected as correct, and fed to the
next scale for further upsampling. In this case, the number of
depth hypotheses used for voting be L ≤ 4. This approach,
however, is valid only for fronto-parallel surfaces.
1 There is an error in Eq. (1) in [54]. Similar to Eq. (1) in [51], the quadratic
cost function (d − D(i) (y, x))2 should be changed to a linear cost function
|d − D(i) (y, x)|.
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assumption of locally planar surfaces. Instead of using only the was used in [28] for obtaining high-resolution depth images in
four depth values of the neighbors, we include the mean of the a hybrid camera. A number of extensions of this upsampling
four depth values for consideration and thus L ≤ 5. This sim- method [27] have been proposed. Riemens et al. [40] choose
ple extension of the hierarchical upsampling method in [51] to use the joint bilateral filter hierarchically to reduce the
turns out to be a good solution for non-fronto-parallel scenes. computational cost and Huhle et al. [23] replace the joint
Using Middlebury data sets [5], our numerical evaluations bilateral filter in [27] with a modified nonlocal means filter
show that the new hierarchical approach proposed in this paper [15]. However, these joint upsampling methods are directly
not only reduces the computational complexity of [54] but also applied to the depth images based on the color information
improves the upsampling accuracy. Our GPU implementation captured in the corresponding RGB image; thus they are not
via CUDA shows that the proposed hierarchical upsampling suitable for textured scenes (in the color image) as both the
method can enhance the spatial resolution of depth images bilateral filter and the nonlocal means filter are known to be
obtained from Canesta sensors [2] from 160 × 120 to VGA weak for texture suppression [19], [45], [48]. Direct depth
size at a rate of 1200 Hertz on an Nvidia Geforce GTX 580 filtering using information from the RGB image (via joint
GPU. The CUDA implementation of the bilateral filter [3] bilateral filter or nonlocal means filter) imposes the risk of
provided by Nvidia is adopted.
transferring texture from the color image into the upsampled
depth image.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Bilateral Filter. The bilateral filter is a robust edgePassive Stereo Matching. Passive stereo matching is a preserving filter introduced by Tomasi and Manduchi [47]. It
fundamental task in computer vision [42]. In the past decade, has been used in many computer vision and computer graphics
much of the community’s effort has been focused on the tasks, and a general overview of the applications can be found
specific problem of disparity optimization, producing a number in [36]. A bilateral filter has two filter kernels: a spatial filter
of excellent optimization methods that have significantly ad- kernel and a range filter kernel for measuring the spatial and
vanced the state of the art. The key objective of these optimiza- range distance between the center pixel and its neighbors,
tion methods is to reduce the matching ambiguities introduced respectively. The two filter kernels are traditionally based on
by low-texture regions, and can be generally separated into a Gaussian distribution [35], [17]. Specifically, let I x be the
two main categories: global methods and local methods. In color at pixel x and I xI be the filtered value, we want I xI to be

low-texture regions, the lack of visual features makes matchy∈N (x) fS (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy )Iy
I
,
(1)
Ix = 
ing a challenging problem. Global methods based on belief
y∈N (x) fS (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy )
propagation [21], [46] or graph cuts [13] are formulated in an
energy-minimization framework, where the objective is to find where y is a pixel in the neighborhood N (x) of pixel x, and
a disparity solution that minimizes a global energy function;
||x − y||2
fS (x, y) = exp(−
)
(2)
global methods thus outperform local methods around low2σS2
texture regions. The computational complexity of these global
methods is high, but a number of efficient approximations like and
||Ix − Iy ||2
hierarchical belief propagation [20] and constant space belief
fR (Ix , Iy ) = exp(−
)
(3)
2
2σR
propagation [52] algorithms are becoming available.
Active Depth Sensors. Laser range scanners are of high are the spatial and range filter kernels measuring the spatial
accuracy and can provide high-resolution 3D measurement and range/color similarities. The parameter σ S defines the
[9], [10], [24], [38], [41], [44]. However, they are usually size of the spatial neighborhood used to filter a pixel, and
very expensive and can only measure a single point at a time; σR controls how much an adjacent pixel is down-weighted
thus is not suitable for dynamic environments. Active depth because of the color difference. A joint (or cross) bilateral
sensing systems based on the time-of-flight (ToF) principle [1], filter [37], [18] is the same as the bilateral filter except that
[30], [2], [6], [4] become popular recently because of their low its range filter kernel f R (·) is computed from another image
cost property and real-time performance. Nevertheless, these named guidance image. Let J denote the guidance image, the
sensors are of low-resolution thus have limited applications. joint bilateral filtered value at pixel x is

Kolb et al. [26] gives an account of recent developments
y∈N (x) fS (x, y)fR (Jx , Jy )Iy
J
.
(4)
Ix = 
in ToF-technology and discusses the current state of the
y∈N (x) fS (x, y)fR (Jx , Jy )
integration of this technology into various graphics-related
Note that the joint bilateral filter ensures the texture of the
applications.
Range Image Upsampling. Using a low-resolution depth filtered image I J to follow the texture of the guidance image
image and a registered high-resolution camera image, Diebel J (see Fig. 4 (a)-(b)). In this paper, we normalized the image
and Thrun [16] design a Markov Random Field (MRF) and intensity such that it ranges from [0, 1]. We also use normalized
solve it using conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm [39]. This image coordinates so that x and y also reside in [0, 1].
Weighted Median Filter. The median filter [29] was origmethod gives promising spatial resolution enhancement up to
10×. Kopf et al.[27] propose to use joint bilateral filter for inally introduced for reducing image noise while preserving
range image upsampling. A joint bilateral upsampling oper- edges. It can effectively eliminate impulsive noise and biation that can produce full resolution results from solutions exponential noise. However, it may cause edge jitter [12],
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median filter [14] is a more general filter. An overview of the
weighted median filter is given in [55]. A nonnegative weight
is assigned to each position in the filter window. The weighted
median filter then sorts the samples inside the filter window,
duplicates each sample to the number of the corresponding
weight, and chooses the median value from the new sequence.
The median filter is thus a special case of the weighted median
filter with the weight being one. One class of weighted median
(a)High-res. RGB image.
(b)Ground truth.
filters like the topological median filter [43] has weights being
only zero or one. This class of weighted median filters aims
at excluding the contribution from disconnected features in
the neighborhood of the center pixel. Other weighted median
filters have less constraints on the exact weight value but its
distribution. For instance, center weighted median filters [25]
give more weight to the central value of each window. The
original weighted median filter was limited to have “low-pass”
type filtering characteristics due to the nonnegative weight
constraint. To obtain “band-pass” or “high-pass” frequency
(c)Color-mapped.
(d)Kopf et al. [27].
filtering characteristics, this constraint is relaxed to real-value
weights and named permutation weighted median filters in [7].
Fig. 1. A failure case of [27]. (a) is the registered high-resolution RGB image
The fuzzy weighted median filter [33] is an extension of per- (320 × 278), and (b) is the ground-truth high-resolution disparity (320 × 278)
mutation weighted median filter with the fuzzy transformation with the input low-resolution disparity map (40 × 35) showing on the upper
that incorporates sample diversity into the ordering operation. left and the corresponding colored visualized display showing in (c). (d) is the
upsampled high-resolution disparity map obtained from [27]. As can be seen
Advantages have been observed in applications of DCT coded from (d), this method is not suitable for textured scenes due to the texture
image deblocking, impulse removal, and noisy image sharp- transferring property of the joint bilateral filter demonstrating in Fig. 4 (a)-(b).
ening. Polynomial weighted median filter [8] also belongs to
permutation weighted median filter. Polynomial models are
capable of approximating a large class of nonlinear systems focusing on the combination of the median operation with
with a finite number of coefficients. The use of polynomial the bilateral filter so that the texture influence can be better
weighting function in a weighted median filter can effectively suppressed while maintaining the edge-preserving property.
Median filter is actually a special case of the weighted
exploit the higher order statistics of observed samples while
producing filter outputs that are robust to outliers in the median filter which is a more general filter. Weighted median
observation set. Median filters with other weighting functions filter finds the value minimizing the sum of weighted absolute
were also proposed for different specific applications. For in- error of the given data [55]:

stance, Gaussian weighting function was used for image superW (x, y)|b − Iy |,
(5)
arg min
resolution [32]. In this paper, the Gaussian weighting function
b
y∈N (x)
is also used. The main difference is that besides the spatial
distance, the color similarity is also taken into account. The where W (x, y) corresponds to the weight assigned to a pixel
obtained median filter is named bilateral weighted median y inside a local region centered at pixel x. The weight
filter in the same manner as the bilateral filter [47] and the is normally designed to suppress noise while maintaining
signal structures such as edges and lines. The use of constant
other weighted median filters [32], [8].
weight (e.g., W (x, y) = 1) corresponds to the median filter.
To preserve edges, the weights are normally designed based
III. M OTIVATION
on existing training signals or the requirement to preserve
The joint bilateral filter has been demonstrated to be very certain image details which are supposed to be known by the
effective for color image upsampling [27]. But if it is directly designers. For instance, to remove the anisotropic artifacts of
applied to a depth image with a registered RGB color image median filter as shown in Fig. 2 (b), isotropic weights can
as the guidance image, the texture of the guidance image be used. Filtered result of Fig. 2 (a) using Gaussian weight
(that is independent of the depth information) is likely to be is presented in Fig. 2 (c), where W (x, y) = f S (x, y) is a
introduced to the upsampled depth image as shown in Fig. 1. Gaussian function defined in Eq. (2).
The upsampling errors mainly reside in the texture transferring
A limitation of the median filter is that it will round existing
property of the joint bilateral filter as shown in Fig. 4 (a)-(b). corners as can be seen in Fig. 3 (b). Gaussian weighted
This property also limits its application for the color-depth median filter cannot solved this problem as shown in Fig.
misalignment problem presented in Fig. 5 (a)-(d).
3 (c). Recall that the bilateral filter can be treated as an
Meanwhile, the median filtering operation minimizes the extension of the Gaussian filter so that the weighting for
sum of the absolute error of the given data [22], and is each pixel is a Gaussian function of both the spatial distance
much more robust to outliers than the bilateral filter. We thus from the center pixel as well as the relative difference in
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(a)Input

(b)Constant Weight

demonstrated
in Fig. 4 (c)-(d), joint bilateral weighted median filter alleviates the texture transferring problem (of the joint bilateral
filter) presented in 4 (a)-(b) while maintaining edge-preserving
property. It is also more robust to the misalignment problem
presented in Fig. 5 (a)-(b). Note that the depth bleeding
(c)Gaussian Weight artifacts in Fig. 5 (c)-(d) are removed from Fig. 5 (e)-(f).

Fig. 2. Visual comparison of two different weighted median filters. From
(a)-(c): input image, traditional (constant weighted) median filtered image and
Gaussian weighted median filtered image. Note that the anisotropic artifacts
in (b) are removed from (c).

intensity/color, a bilateral weighted median filter can also be
defined as an extension of Gaussian weighted median filter
whose weight not only depends on the spatial distance but
also the intensity/color difference. According to Eq. (1)-(3)
and (5), the bilateral weighted median filter corresponds to
the following minimization problem:

arg min
fS (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy )|b − Iy |.
(6)
b

y∈N (x)

The bilateral weighted median filtered image of Fig. 3 (a)
is presented in Fig. 3 (d). Visual comparison to the other
weighted median filtering results shows that it can better
preserve image structures. The PSNR values computed against
the noise-free input image are presented under Fig. 3 (a)-(d).
Quantitative evaluation using PSNR metric demonstrates its
robustness against noise.

(a)Input
(26.9 dB)

(b)Constant
(29.8 dB)

(c)Gaussian
(29.1 dB)

(d)Bilateral
(45.0 dB)

(a)JBF(σR = 0.05).

(b)JBF(σR = 0.10).

(c)JBM(σR = 0.10).

(d)JBM(σR = 0.15).

Fig. 4.
Texture transferring. (a) and (b) are the joint bilateral filtering
(σS = 0.03) results of the disparity map in Fig. 1 (b) with the RGB image
in Fig. 1 (a) as the guidance image. Note that the texture information in the
RGB image will be transferred to the disparity map. (c) and (d) are the joint
bilateral weighted median filtered results with respect to two different range
filter kernels. Note that the bilateral weighted median filter can preserve the
depth edges without picking up the texture of the RGB guidance image.

(a)RGB image.

(b)Disparity image.

(c)JBF(σR = 0.05)

(d)JBF(σR = 0.10)

(e)JBM(σR = 0.05)

(f)JBM(σR = 0.10)

Fig. 3. Image denoising using weighted median filtering. From (a)-(d): noisy
input image, median filtered image, Gaussian weighted median filtered image
and bilateral weighted median filtered image. The numbers under (a)-(d) are
PSNR values computed against the noise-free input image (which is omitted
here). Note that the bilateral weighted median filter outperforms the others
both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Same as the definition of the joint bilateral filtering, to
enforce the similarity between the filtered image and a guidance image J, the range filter kernel f R (·) in Eq. (6) can be
computed based on J instead of I (which is the image to be
filtered):

fS (x, y)fR (Jx , Jy )|b − Iy |,
(7)
arg min
b

y∈N (x)

and the resulted filter is named joint bilateral weighted median
filter (JBM) in this paper. This type of weighted median filter
has been demonstrated to be very effective for depth/disparity
denoising [31] with the assumption of the availability of a
registered RGB image. Fig. 4 presents an example which uses
the RGB image presented in Fig. 1 (a) as the guidance to

Fig. 5. Misalignment problem. (a) is an input RGB image and (b) is the
corresponding color-mapped depth image. However, the alignment is incorrect
thus the color edges in (a) are not correctly aligned with the depth edges in
(b). The incorrect alignment results in noticeable depth bleeding artifacts after
joint bilateral filtering as shown in (c) and (d) even when large filter kernel
(σS = 0.1) is used. Joint bilateral weighted median filter can potentially
solve this problem with the input RGB image in (a) as the guidance image
as demonstrated in (e)-(f).

IV. A PPROACH
In this section, we formulate our depth upsampling problem
in an adaptive cost aggregation framework and solve it using
bilateral filtering in Sec. IV-A. The formulation is then proved
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RGBimage:ܫ
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Rangeimageǣܴ

CostVolume:ܸ

Jointbilateral
filtering

new depth
image is then computed from the filtered cost volume V by first
selecting the depth hypothesis with the minimal cost and then
a sub-pixel estimation [53] afterwards. In this framework, the
upsampling problem is actually formulated as an adaptive cost
aggregation problem where the support-weights are computed
using a bilateral filter kernel:
Rx = arg min Vx (d)
d

= arg min
d

FilteredCost
Volume:ܸ

Upsampled
rangeimage:ܴ

= arg min
d

y∈N (x) fS (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy )V̂y (d)





y∈N (x) fS (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy )

fS (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy )V̂y (d).

(9)

y∈N (x)

The spatial filter kernel f S (·) and the range filter kernel f R (·)
are Gaussian distributions defined in Eq. (2) and (3).

Bestcost,Subpixel
refinement

Fig. 6. Framework of our upsampling method. The low-resolution depth
image R̃ is bilinearly upsampled to the same size as the high-resolution RGB
image I, and serves as the initial depth map hypothesis R̂. A cost volume V̂ is
built according to the current depth hypotheses R̂. Joint bilateral filtering with
the high-resolution RGB image I as the guidance map is then applied to the
cost volume V̂ to enforce the consistency of the depth edges and color edges.
A winner-take-all and sub-pixel estimation procedure is used to produce a
new depth map hypothesis based on the filtered cost volume V.

to be a combination of the median filter and the bilateral filter
in Sec. IV-B. To further improve the accuracy and reduce the
computational complexity, a hierarchical upsampling method
is proposed in Sec. IV-C. In this paper, we only consider the
field of view shared by the active depth sensor and the passive
RGB camera. We assume that the low-resolution depth image
captured from the active depth sensor is registered with the
high-resolution RGB image, and only the overlapped region
will be processed.
A. Upsampling Using An Adaptive Cost Aggregation Framework
An overview of our depth image upsampling framework is
provided in Figure 6. First, we upsample the low-resolution
depth image R̃ to the same size as the high-resolution RGB
image I. Let it be R̂. A cost volume V̂ is then built based
on R̂. To allow large depth variations (as the current depth
hypotheses are not guaranteed to be correct), the cost function
should become constant when the differences become large.
One such common function is the truncated linear model,
where the cost increases linearly in the distance between the
potential depth candidate d and the upsampled depth value R̂x
at pixel x
V̂x (d) = min(ηL, |d − R̂x |),
(8)
where L is the search range and η is a constant. η is set to
0.1 in all experiments conducted in Sec. V.
Joint bilateral filtering is applied to each slice ( V̂(d)) of
the cost volume V̂ to enforce the consistency of the depth

(a) R̂
(Input).

(b) R̂
(color-mapped).

(c) η = 1
(σ R = 0.1).

(d) η = 0.1
(σR = 0.1).

(e) η = 1
(σR = 0.2).

(f) η = 0.1
(σR = 0.2).

Fig. 7. Bilateral weighted median filter. (a) is an input depth image and
the corresponding colored visualized display is shown in (b). (c) and (e) are
obtained from the bilateral weighted median filter (equivalent to the proposed
fusion framework when η = 1) and (d) and (f) are obtained from the proposed
fusion framework when η = 0.1. σS is set to 0.03 in this experiment. Note
that the tiny dark regions in (c) and (e) are removed from (d) and (f). In this
example, the guidance image used in the proposed framework is the input
image (a) itself. All the other experiments use an additional registered RGB
image as the guidance image.

B. Bilateral Weighted Median Filter
According to Eq. (9), the main operation used in the
proposed framework in Sec. IV-A is the joint bilateral filter.
However, when η = 1 and f S (x, y) = fR (Ix , Iy ) = 1, Eq.
(9) becomes

|d − R̂y |.
(10)
Rx = arg min
d

y∈N (x)
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the given data [22], the above equation actually computes the the framework presented in Section IV-A. Specifically, let dx
median values of image R̂. As a result, Eq. (9) is a combination denote a vector comprising of the four depth values of the four
of the median operation with the joint bilateral filter when blue neighbors and B denote the collection of all pixels with
the bilateral filter kernel f S (x, y)fR (Ix , Iy ) is not a constant depth values (blue squares in Figure IV-B), the depth value of
value.
the white square is computed as follows:
Eq. (9) indeed corresponds to a bilateral weighted median

filter when η = 1. The computational complexity of the bruteλ(y)fS (x, y)
Rx(0) = arg min
force implementation of the bilateral weighted median filter
d∈dx
y∈N (x)
is linear in the filter kernel size. However, Eq. (9) allows the


bilateral weighted median filter to be computed independent of
fR (Ix(0) , Iy(0) ) min ηL, |d − Řy(0) | ,
(11)
the filter kernel size when constant time bilateral filters [50],
where L and η are defined in Eq. (8), and
[49] are employed.

In practice, we use η < 1 to further reject potential outliers
1 if y ∈ B,
λ(y) =
as shown in Fig. 7. Note that the tiny dark regions in the
0 else.
input image in Fig. 7 (b) are preserved in (c) and (e) when
The depth values of the white squares will be estimated
η = 1. However, these regions are very likely to be noise
when presented in a depth image, thus it is reasonable to use using Eq. (11), which requires four joint bilateral filtering
a small η to reduce the contribution from depth noise. Fig. processes and a winner-take-all procedure. We show the depth
7 (d) and (f) present the filtered images obtained from the estimation result in Figure IV-B (d). Pixels with depth values
proposed filtering framework in Eq. (9) when η = 0.1. As propagated from blue pixels are presented as green squares.
can be seen, most of the tiny dark regions in the input image This is the end of the first depth propagation.
We next change all the green squares to blue, and start
are removed. In this example, the guidance image used in the
proposed framework is the input image itself. All the other a new depth propagation process as shown in Figure IV-B
experiments use an additional registered RGB image as the (e)-(f). Finally, only a part of the boundary pixels remain to
be white as shown in Figure IV-B (g). We thus start final
guidance image.
propagation using Eq. (11). The boundary pixels has up to
three blue neighbors, so the length of d is less or equal to three.
C. Hierarchical Upsampling
The final upsampled depth image R (0) (i = 0) is presented
By using the color information provided in the registered in Figure IV-B (h). We next go up to a higher resolution as
RGB images, the method presented in Section IV-A is able to shown in Figure IV-B (i), and estimate the depth values for the
maintain correct depth edges after upsampling, which is the new white squares (mis-sampled pixels) until the RGB image
main contribution of the paper. However, the computational I’s spatial resolution is reached. If the resolution of the highcost may be high. The main computation resides in the use resolution RGB image is different from the resolution of the
of joint bilateral filtering. Let the number of depth hypotheses final upsampled depth image, it may result in either a whole
used to create the cost volume V̂ be L as defined in Eq. (8), line of mis-sampled pixels on the right or/and on the bottom
at some scale. In this case, we simply add an extra round of
L joint bilateral filtering processes will be required.
In this section, we present a hierarchical approach to re- depth propagation to estimate the depth values of these misduce the computational complexity. We start from the lowest sampled pixels.
Confining the depth hypothesis to only the depth values of
resolution (the resolution of the original depth image R̃), and
hierarchically estimate the depth values for the mis-sampled four neighbors with sampled depth values is valid for frontopixels. An example is shown in Figure IV-B (a) with the parallel surfaces. However, when this assumption is violated,
assumption that the original low-resolution depth image R̃ has the performance can be greatly deteriorated. For instance, a
only 9 pixels (blue squares in Figure IV-B (a)). We increase the floor surface perpendicular to the image plane. A synthetic
resolution of R̃ and show the new depth image in Figure IV-B non-fronto-parallel scene is presented in Figure 9. The image
(b). Let Ř(0) denote this new depth image. Meanwhile, the resolution is enhanced 64× in this example. The upsampling
high-resolution RGB image I will be downsampled to a new result using only four depth hypotheses is presented in Figure
RGB image I (0) so that I (0) has the same spatial resolution as 9 (d). Obviously, it results in quantization errors as the correct
Ř(0) . We do not apply any low-pass filter to the RGB image depth value of a white square may not be presented in the
prior to downsampling. Otherwise, the color edges are likely depth values of its four blur neighbors.
to be blurred and the depth edges will not be preserved in
Relaxing the fronto-parallel surfaces assumption to only
the upsampled depth image. The white squares in Ř(0) in planar surfaces, the quantization errors can be greatly reduced
Figure IV-B (b) are mis-sampled pixels (without depth values) by adding all possible depth values. However, this will greatly
and blue squares are pixels with depth values captured from increase the computational complexity. Nevertheless, our exthe range sensor. We next propagate the depth values from periment shows that adding as few as one depth hypothesis
the blue squares to the white squares sequentially. For every at each mis-sampled pixels is usually enough. Specifically,
white pixel x which has four blue neighbors (as shown in instead of using only the four depth values of the neighbors,
Figure IV-B (c)), we estimate its depth value by selecting one we include the mean of the four depth values for consideration.
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(a)oܴ෨.(b)Higherresolutionܴෘሺሻ .(c)Firstpropagation.(d)Afterfirstpropagation.(e)Secondpropagation.

(i)Higherresolutionܴෘሺାଵሻ .
(h)Upsampled rangeimageܴሺሻ .(g)Finalpropagation.(f)Aftersecondpropagation.
Fig. 8. An overview of our hierarchial upsampling approach. At each scale i ≥ 0, we increase the spatial resolution of the current depth image ( when
i = 0, see (a)), such that only about 25% of the new depth image Ř(i) contains depth estimates (blue squares), and the rest without depth estimates (white
squares) as shown in (b). We then propagate the depth values from the blue squares to white squares sequentially in three steps as shown from (c)-(g). (c)-(d)
depict the first depth propagation step. We first locate white squares with four blue neighbors. The depth value of each white square are then selected from
the depth values of its blue neighbors based on the framework presented in Section IV-A. We next change the white squares with estimated depth values to
blue. The second step shown in (e)-(f) is the same as the first step: propagate depth values from blue squares to white squares. In the final step, we estimate
the depth values for the white boundary pixels as shown in (g). (h) shows the result after depth propagation: R(i) . We then go to the next scale and do the
depth propagation again until the spatial resolution of the RGB image I is reached.

(a)High-res RGB.

(b)Low-res depth.

(c)Ground truth.

(d)4 hypo (60.8%).

(e)5 hypo (4.68%).

(f)8 hypo (4.52%).

Fig. 9. A synthetic non-fronto-parallel scene. (a) is the original high-resolution RGB image (432 × 384); (b) to (f) are color-mapped depth images: (b)
low-resolution depth image (54 × 48); (c) ground-truth high-resolution depth image (432 × 384); (d) high-resolution depth image obtained from our method
with 4 depth hypotheses; (e) high-resolution depth image obtained from our method with 5 depth hypotheses; (f) high-resolution depth image obtained from our
method with 8 depth hypotheses. The spatial resolution is enhanced 64×. The percentage of bad pixels in (d)-(f) are 60.8%, 4.68% and 4.52%, respectively.

The upsampled depth image using these five depth hypotheses
is presented in Figure 9 (e). The percentage of bad pixels 2 in
the upsampled depth image is 4.68%. If we add another three
depth hypotheses, the upsampling accuracy does not improve
much as shown in Figure 9 (f). The percentage of bad pixels
in the upsampled depth image in Figure 9 (f) is 4.52%. Hence,
in all the experiments conducted, we set the number of depth
hypothesis to be five.

codes to begin with). In this paper, pixels inside the holes are
treated as outliers and are left unchanged.

Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed upsampling
method is robust to parameter σ R and σS (in Eq. (2) and
(3), respectively), and that the proposed upsampling methods
outperform existing depth upsampling methods [27], [23], [40]
V. E XPERIMENTS
on average. For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, we will
In this section, we present experiments on real images to refer to our upsampling method in Section IV-A as JBMU, and
demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our method. the hierarchical method in Section IV-C as HJBMU. Section
Sec. V-A numerically evaluate the performance of our method V-B presents visual evaluation on real indoor images. A highusing Middlebury data sets. These data sets are obtained using resolution depth sensing system using Canesta sensor [2] is
structured light and there may be holes remaining in areas developed based on our HJBMU method. This system can
where structured light fails (due to the lack of illumination upsample a 160 × 120 depth image to 640 × 480 at a rate of
1200 Hertz on an Nvidia Geforce GTX 580 GPU with very
2 If the disparity error of a pixel is larger than 1, it is treated as a bad pixel.
few visible errors.
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity of parameter σR when the spatial resolution is enhanced 4×, 16× and 64×, respectively. (a)-(c) evaluate the performance when σS is
a constant and σR ∈ [0.02, 0.60]. The color maps in the first two rows correspond to the percentage of bad pixels obtained from our JBMU and HJBMU
upsampling methods. Red means higher error rate, and blue lower. The last row presents the standard deviations of our upsampling methods. The maximum
standard deviations of the percentage of bad pixels from our HJBMU method are placed under the curves, which demonstrate that our method is robust to
parameter σR for all the 37 Middlebury data sets[5].
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of parameter σS when the spatial resolution is enhanced 4×, 16× and 64×, respectively. (a)-(c) evaluate the performance when σR is
a constant and σS ∈ [0.01, 0.05]. The color maps in the first two rows correspond to the percentage of bad pixels obtained from our JBMU and HJBMU
upsampling methods. Red means higher error rate, and blue lower. The last row presents the standard deviations of our upsampling methods. The maximum
standard deviations of the percentage of bad pixels from our HJBMU method are placed under the curves, which demonstrate that our method is robust to
parameter σS for all the 37 Middlebury data sets[5].

A. Numerical Evaluation Using Middlebury Data Sets
In this section, we numerically compare Kopf’s method [27]
and its extensions [23], [40] with our JBMU and HJBMU
method. A total of 37 data sets from Middlebury benchmark
[5] are used. Each data set contains a disparity map obtained

from structured light and a registered RGB image. The disparity map is considered as the ground truth for quantitative
analysis. We downsample the ground-truth disparity map to
obtain the low-resolution disparity map, which is then fed to
the upsampling methods for spatial enhancement. To avoid
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Fig. 12. Percentage of bad pixels obtained with constant parameter setting for all the 37 Middlebury data sets [5]. From top to bottom: spatial enhancement
at 4×, 16×, and 64×.
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Fig. 13. Percentage of bad pixels obtained with constant parameter setting for all the 37 Middlebury data sets [5] when an anti-aliasing filter is used. From
top to bottom: spatial enhancement at 4×, 16×, and 64×.

blurring depth edges, we adopt the depth downsampling
scheme used by Middlebury benchmark [5]: no low-pass filter
will be applied to the depth image prior to downsampling. The
upsampled disparity map is compared with the ground truth for
quantitative evaluation. The same criteria as the Middlebury
benchmark is used. Specifically, we use the percentage of bad
pixels. A pixel is considered to be bad pixel if the difference
of the upsampled disparity map and the ground truth is larger
than one disparity. The larger the percentage of bad pixels, the
lower the performance.
To analyze the sensitivity of parameter σ R and σS that are
used to control the behavior of joint bilateral filter, we first
set σS to a constant and then change σ R from 0.02 to 0.60 to
collect the error rate of our JBMU and HJBMU upsampling
method. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 10. We
next set σR to a constant and let σ S vary between 0.01 and
0.05 to analyze the sensitivity of parameter σ S . The results are
reported in Fig. 11. The spatial resolution was enhanced 4×,
16× and 64× in both experiments. The colors in Fig. 10-11
correspond to the percentage of bad pixels. Red means higher
percentage and blue lower. The upsampling accuracy of our
HJBMU method appears to be better than JBMU method as
most of its colors are blue. The last rows in Fig. 10 and 11
report the standard deviations of the upsampling errors of the
two proposed methods. Let σ R ∈ [0.02, 0.60] (for 8-bit image,
it means that σR ∈ [5, 153]), the maximum standard deviation
of the percentage of bad pixels among the 37 Middlebury
data sets [5] obtained using our HJBMU method is 0.09,
0.14 and 0.21 for spatial enhancement at 4×, 16× and 64×,
respectively. Apparently, the performance of HJBMU method
is very robust with respect to σ R . Let σS ∈ [0.01, 0.05], in
Fig. 11, the maximum standard deviations of our HJBMU
method is 0.11, 0.33 and 0.63, respectively. This numerical
comparison shows that our HJBMU method is more sensitive
to σS than σR . This is also true to our JBMU method as can
be seen from the green curves in the last rows in Fig. 10 and
11.

Finally, we need to choose a constant parameter setting
for all the 37 Middlebury data sets [5]. For each upsampling method, we locate the σ R values corresponding to the
minimum error rate at each data set (in Fig. 10) and use
the mean as the best estimate. So is the σ S parameter. The
errors obtained from these constant parameter settings are
summarized in Fig. 12. As can be seen, our methods (green
and pink curves) outperform the other upsampling methods
[27], [40], [23] on average. The black dash curves in Fig.
12 (a)-(c) correspond to the upsampling method presented
in [23], which replace the joint bilateral filter in [27] with
a modified nonlocal means filter. Its performance is actually
very close to [27] (the yellow curves). The performance of the
nonlocal means based upsampling method presented in [23]
is similar to the joint bilateral upsampling method as a noisefree high-resolution RGB image will be used to guide the
upsampling of the low-resolution depth image. Meanwhile, the
main contribution of the hierarchical joint bilateral upsampling
method presented in [40] is to reduce the computational cost
of the original joint bilateral upsampling method [27] thus its
performance (the blue curve in Fig. 12 (c)) is also close to
[27]. Note that the error rates of all the upsampling methods
at the 11th data set are very close to each other. This is mainly
because the depth variances of this data set is very smooth,
and thus very few depth edges.

The low-resolution disparity maps used in all the above
experiments were downsampled from the corresponding highresolution disparity maps without anti-aliasing pre-filtering.
In practice, some depth cameras do come with anti-aliasing
filters. To simulate the behavior of this type of cameras, a lowpass filter was applied to the high-resolution disparity maps
before downsampling, and the upsampling errors obtained
with constant parameter settings are summarized in Fig. 13.
The low-pass filter blurs the depth edges and deteriorates the
upsampling accuracy.
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(a)Huhle et al. [23].

(b)Riemens et al. [40].

(a)

(c)Our JBMU.

(d)Our HJBMU.

Fig. 14. Upsampling results on a textured Middlebury data set. (a) to (d)
are the upsampled disparity maps obtained using the upsampling methods
presented in [23], [40], our JBMU method, and our HJBMU method,
respectively. As can be seen, Kopf’s method [27] (see Fig. 1 (d)) and its
extensions [23], [40] are not suitable for textured scenes as the joint bilateral
filter and the nonlocal means filter are weak for texture suppression. The
spatial resolution is enhanced 64× in this example.

B. Visual Evaluation Using Real Indoor Data Sets
We present visual evaluation on the presented upsampling
methods in this section. We start from Middlebury data sets.
Fig. 1 (d) and Fig. 14 present experimental results on the
textured Middlebury data set in Fig. 1 (a). As can be seen,
Kopf’s method [27] and its extensions ([23] and [40]) are not
suitable for textured scenes as the joint bilateral filter and the
nonlocal means filter are weak for texture suppression. We
next present results obtained from a real-time high-resolution
depth sensing system based on our HJBMU method. Two
frames extracted from a video captured from our system is
presented in Figure 15. The first row in Figure 15 (a) and
(b) are high-resolution (640 × 480) RGB images and lowresolution (160 × 120) depth images and brightness images
captured by Canesta sensor [2]. Our system can upsample the
depth image and brightness image at a rate of 1200 Hertz
(on an Nvidia Geforce GTX 580 GPU) with very few visible
errors as shown in the last row of Figure 15 (a) and (b).
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a robust range image upsampling method
based on weighted median filtering. It extends our previous
upsampling methods presented in [54] and [51] for non-frontoparallel scenes. Additionally, we have given detailed analysis
of its parameter sensitivity and discussed the relationship
between the proposed framework and the weighted median
filter. Using adaptive weights computed from a registered
high-resolution RGB image based on a joint bilateral filter
operation, the proposed weighted median filter based upsampling method can upsample 160 × 120 depth image to

(b)
Fig. 15. Frames captured using our real-time depth upsampling system. The
first rows in (a) and (b) are high-resolution (640 × 480) RGB images and
low-resolution (160 × 120) depth images and brightness images captured by
Canesta sensor [2]. The last rows in (a) and (b) present the upsampling results.
The depth edges are well-preserved in the upsampled images, e.g., the details
of the fingers in (b).

VGA size at a rate of 1200 Hertz with few noticeable errors.
The effectiveness and robustness of proposed method have
been demonstrated on several real data sets, including 37
Middlebury data sets.
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